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“People ore interesting - my paintings are
inspired by Fashion and Popular Culture.
The results are visual anecdotes, blended
fact and fiction that tell stories ..
I do hope that my striking portraits amuse,
charm, delight and intrigue the viewer”

JULIANA

•

2019

ESTELA

•

2019

JULIANA
JULIANA is proud; her face superbly
modelled, but in her calm, determined
gaze, there is not a hint of arrogance.
Look into the eye of ESTELA: her
thoughts are more absorbing than the
scene around her. The beauty of her
features keeps her at a discreet
protective distance.

ESTEL A
For ESTELA and JULIANA, I have drawn
inspiration from fashion across different
decades such as the original Christian
Dior Couture dress design from 1953
(after a visit to the Christian Dior:
Designer of Dreams exhibition at the
V&A) – capturing an expression of
regality through an alluring use of
colour.
All four paintings are framed in
aluminium nickel profile, 45 mm •
63 x 80 cm| 25 x 32 inches each

C H A R L E NE
It is said that a CHARLENE is a unique
and beautiful women - it was only
fitting to stage a modern woman within
dramatic shades of red: fiery,
emotional, luxurious and proud. Muted
shades from the lightest pink to the
darkest burgundy make CHARLENE’s
elegant appearance stand out..
The background was inspired by 1960’s
jewellery design by Charles Loloma.
The inlay in this multi-stone cuff using
fragments of Yellow Gold, Coral,
Turquoise and Lapis Lazuli became
interwoven into the outfit of the
protagonist.

SOPHIA
Oil depicting a regal modern woman SOPHIA is the woman of tomorrow,
always changing, always re-inventing
herself.
An elegant Edwardian sapphire and
diamond Latin cross pendant c.1910,
set in platinum and gold provides the
shapes for the background - with
sapphire blue chosen as it disperses
waves of light.
Both, CHARLENE and SOPHIA are
inspired by Dior Fashion.

CHARLENE
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2019

SOPHIA

•

2019

CELIA (A Kaleidoscope of Colours) was the first fashion plus pop-art inspired
oil portrait of 2019 in the series PORTRAITS MEETS POP, which is the overall
concept of my art practice.
CELIA is framed in aluminium nickel profile, 45 mm • 58 x 74 cm | 23 x 29 inches

CELIA uses a succession
of lines, circles and
swirling shapes. It explores
the use of colour and
shape further than any of
the previous portraits, and
led on to RHAPSODY IN
BLUE and WHO IS EVE?

MABEL

•

2019

Hand painted with a brush and fine oils
• original art
• painted on Arches Oil Paper (300gsm/140lb)
• framed in aluminium bright steel profile, 45 mm

CELIA [A Kaleidoscope of Colours]

•

2019

CIRCUS

•

2019

The Fashion World loves Clowns
Early Works on Silk featuring ‘Clown’ and ‘Harlequins’ date back as
far as 1985. This is when my fascination with Clowns and Harlequins
began, inspired by Couture Fashion and it has come full circle in 2019.

The most sensual
medium..
"In the 1980s, I fell in love
with painting on silk:
Painting portraits on silk, the
most sensual medium for a
sensual subject.
Imagine the colour dancing
on silk as you paint,
seemingly having a life of
its own.
While oil painting is forgiving
as you can correct it,
painting on silk needs a

S O UVENI RS

•

1987

Painting on Crepe de Chine

great amount of control
and knowhow to place the
paint onto the silk."

HARLEQUINS • 1985
Silk Drawing [Satin]

CLOWNS • 1985
Silk Drawing [Satin]

LES HARLEQUINS

•

2019

CIRCUS
Flights of multicoloured balls, juxtaposed to a
parade of three very different females: the
characters from Bettina’s 2019 CIRCUS painting.
Introducing a new spectrum of colours paying
tribute to psychedelic art - curvilinear lines of
limes, fuscia and blue, spiraling swirls of purple
and cream - giving joy.
Both, CIRCUS and LES HARLEQUINS are framed
in aluminium nickel profile, 45 mm • 63 x 80 cm|
25 x 32 inches each

LES HAR LEQUINS
A kaleidoscopic combination of soft colours and
random overlapping shapes feature on this
harlequinesk painting in shades ranging from
pearl grey to vert benghal all the way to ciel
and aqua.
It offers crisp tonal values and represents
Bettina’s extensive work on the theme of the
Harlequin which started in 1985.
A source of fascination for the artist, this image
offers a pensive representation that combines
both the artist realistic and fantasy styles.

W H O I S EVE?
How do works such as ESTELA and JULIANA differ
from RHAPSODY IN BLUE and WHO IS EVE?
WHO IS EVE? was inspired by the play ‘All About
Eve’ (on London stage in early 2019) combined
with the structure of Chinese ancestor paintings,
drawing us in towards the centre.

R H A P S OD Y I N BLUE
WHO IS EVE? presents a selection of very
different modern women as does RHAPSODY IN
BLUE.
Using a set of accented curves, I invite you to
stroll from female protagonist to another,
extending into the sky which has something
surreal about it.

RHAPSODY IN BLUE and WHO IS EVE? make a
great pair; the paintings are framed in aluminium
nickel profile, 45 mm • 59 x 75 cm | 23 x 30
inches each

WHO IS EVE?
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RHAPSODY IN BLUE
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British artist Bettina Newbery paints fine oil portraits inspired by
fashion and popular culture.
2019 has seen the creation of works rich in geometric evolutions
portraying modern women, telling new stories
and establishing an immediate connection with the viewer.
The ladies in my paintings are elegant and confident – the glamour
of designer fashion is an expression of desire, and they are stealing
the show. As such, they appeal to the viewers’ moods and
emotions – they grab you, they look at you, and they draw you in.

“It is in the versatility of her words and in the eclecticism
with which the artist rethinks the female codex,
that her personality is distinguished, that covers every portrait,
every painted detail, part of a broader narrative, still in progress,
probably, which touches the soul and the life of every onlooker”
GALLERIA FARINI CONCEPT , June 2019

Group exhibitions with GALLERIA FARINI CONCEPT where a large selection of my portraits
from 2014 to 2019 were well received in Paris, London, Bologna and Padua , Italy

2019 EXHIBITIONS

Espace Thorigny, Paris
Palasi de Marais
June 2019

Above: Galleria Farini Concept
Bologna, Italy • October 2019

ARTE A PALAZZO, Bologna
Galleria Farini Concept
March 2019

ARTHILL GALLERY, London
Galleria Farini Concept
October 2019

Below: ARTE PADOVA, Italy • November 2019

“The main protagonists of my paintings are
usually female and as a woman, there is an
element of self-projection in all my work,
hence the depiction of beautiful and
thoughtful women in the modern world.
There is always an element of voyeurism in
the viewing of art as well as the making;
looking at any piece of art invites my
personal interpretation of what the viewer
might see in a piece of art, stretching it
further.
In 2020, I will be exploring graphic elements
taken from nature, simple shapes that
surround us.
It is colour that brings the gift of magic to my
paintings. I use the interplay of colours to
bring out the many facets in each of my
portraits, allowing them to be constantly
rediscovered, highlighting the smallest of
details and moving through different pictorial
styles. It can take as long as six months to
perfect the various colour nuances and
shades – the details may be very subtle, yet
they give us the sense of texture and depth.
Part real, part fake, uplifting regardless: a
welcome relief from recent austerity. I will
certainly be painting a bright future in 2020.”

2020 AUTUMN Preview

BLOOMS
Nothing in Nature ever clashes
SOLO EXHIBITION @ newyorkart.com
Ready for viewing • New York Art Center Autumn
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